Calling Out John Daresh, and NLA --- Third Round

By Anna Von Reitz
Do you all have sense enough to know that a Common Law Grand Jury is just one
part of a Common Law Court?
Go through it in your own head. What makes up a court?
You have the office of the judge (or justice or magistrate), you have the court clerk,
you have the bailiff, you have the grand jury, you have the trial jury, and you have a
sheriff and his deputies to enforce the jury's decision.
Observe that the Grand Jury is just a one part of the whole. Without the rest, it spins
its wheels. It goes nowhere. It does nothing. Just like NLA's Common Law Grand
Juries have done for the past three years.
John Daresh and Kyle Rearden and the other ignorant prognosticators want you to
believe that a Common Law Grand Jury can function on its own and I am telling you
that it can't.
Now let's look at the facts. How many cases has NLA prosecuted in the last three
years?
Zero that I know of.
Of those, how many were brought to a just conclusion?
Also zero.
You can't run a car on just an engine. You need a drive train. You need a fuel
pump. You need brakes. And the truth of the matter is that simple.
So here we are, taking up the rest of the work to be done to actually form the
American Common Law Courts that are so desperately needed and what does NLA
do?
Tries to undermine the effort. Tries to STOP us from building real public courts. Says
that we are "fake judges" when we do.

Well, if we are "fake" then it stands to reason that they are "fake" --- but the truth is
that if we are owed a Common Law Grand Jury, we are owed an entire Common Law
Court System and if NLA or John Daresh ever had any intention of actually doing
anything meaningful, they'd be doing it by now.
Not just spending their time and energy gossiping and telling lies about us.
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